Strategies to Help Mothers of Neonatal Intensive Care Unit Infants Cope with Milk Expression
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Summary
Efforts to adopt the national breastfeeding recommendations in Canada, which recommend exclusive human milk consumption, present many challenges for mothers who have to express their milk for weeks or months while their infant is in the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU). Bujold et al. conducted a descriptive, qualitative cross-sectional study to explore these challenges and offer solutions to foster maternal feelings of infant closeness and motivation to express milk. An infographic depicting positive coping strategies was created to optimize the practice of neonatal nurses in the NICU and help them address these challenges.
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1 | IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE AND RESEARCH

Fluctuations between feelings of closeness to and separation from an infant play an important role in milk expression for mothers whose infants are in the NICU. Positive coping strategies must be promoted by neonatal nurses, such as encouraging support-seeking or expressing milk during or right after skin-to-skin contact.

2 | CONTEXT

Although human milk consumption has many health benefits for newborns, mothers of preterm infants can face many challenges with expressing milk for an extended period of time while their infant is in the NICU. Bujold et al. sought to document these challenges, explore how mothers cope with them, and determine if expressing milk can lead to feelings of closeness or sep-
RATION from their infant.

3 | METHODS

Bujold et al. conducted a descriptive, qualitative cross-sectional study to explore the personal experiences of mothers expressing milk in a NICU setting. Fifteen mothers were provided with a smartphone equipped with an application allowing them to document their experience. Each time they expressed milk over a 48-hour period, mothers were asked to indicate whether the episode led to a feeling of closeness or separation, as well as audio-record their thoughts and feelings. Data was analyzed using a thematic content analysis. (2)

4 | FINDINGS

Feelings of closeness and separation experienced by mothers during milk expression were influenced by challenges, coping strategies, location and environment. (2) Mothers who coped with the difficulties associated with milk expression by using various strategies reported a more positive bond with their infant compared to mothers who were overwhelmed. (2) Mothers more frequently reported feeling separated from their infant when they expressed milk at home compared to when at their infant’s bedside or in a NICU milk expression room. (2)

5 | COMMENTARY

Consumption of human milk helps reduce neonatal mortality. (3) It may also help address mothers’ mental health as postpartum depression may be linked to the absence or early cessation of breastfeeding. (4) Bujold et al. suggest that promoting positive strategies to cope with milk expression may help foster maternal feelings of closeness with their infant and therefore increase breastfeeding rate in the NICU. (2) For example, skin-to-skin contact reinforces feelings of closeness, physiologically reduces stress and increases milk supply. (5) Similarly, music therapy was shown to reduce cortisol levels and significantly increase the amount of milk expressed. (6) Other effective distractions, such as reading a book, should be considered on an individual basis to positively change the mother’s mindset while pumping. The addition of peer counsellors in lactation programs was shown to increase the rate of exclusive human milk consumption in the NICU and even at discharge. (7) Offering positive reinforcement, encouraging mothers to seek support from significant others, and establishing a peer-to-peer mentoring program would help address the challenges faced by mothers expressing milk while their infant is in the NICU. Several other strategies (Figure 1) can be encouraged by neonatal nurses in an effort to reinforce feelings of closeness, help mothers cope with milk expression and increase human milk consumption in the NICU. The successful implementation of these initiatives by nurses would benefit from a standardized guideline, as proposed in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1 Strategies to help mothers cope with milk expression in NICU

*NICU: Neonatal intensive care unit
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